2020 Q1 Technical Working Group China

Working Group

This report covers Technical Working Group China

Working Group Health

WG is overall healthy. It has kept its momentum in attracting new volunteers and contributors.

Questions/Issues for the TSC

- Increasingly users in this region request support for China Cryptographic Standards. WG should work closely with project maintainers

Overall Activity in the Past Quarter

- Translation for Fabric 1.4 has been checked into fabric readthedoc. WG started accessing plan for Fabric 2.0 and other components

Planned Work Products

Translation, Meetup

Participant Diversity

WG participants are geographically distributed across all major cities in China, and affiliated with many different companies, ranging from tech giant and startups.

Additional Information

Attendees decrease in recent bi-week meetings, We will keep an eye on this and evaluate how Coronavirus Disease in China affect participants
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